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 CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

 

This chapter consists of several parts, such as research design, population 

and sample, instrument, the schedule of collecting the data, try-out of 

instrument, data collections, and data analysis.  

 

3.1Research Design 

In this research, the writer was conducted the Experimental Research. 

Experimental research is a research method used to find a specific 

treatment effect against the other in uncontrolled conditions (Mubarok, 

2015). The experimental researcher attempts to explicate causal 

relationships between phenomena by interviewing in the natural setting 

and controlling the relevant variables (Scott & Usher in Mubarok 2011). 

Experiment is carried out in order to explore the relationship between 

variables (Nunan in Mubarok, 1992). A variable, as the term itself 

suggests, is anything which does not remain constant. In our case, it 

includes language proficiency, aptitude, motivation, and so on. The 

purpose of experimental research is to examine cause and effect 

relationships.  

This research has two variables, they are Independent variable and 

Dependent variable. Martono (2011), states that independent variable is 

variable that influence other variable, in the quantitative research this 

variable is explain how the focus or topic of the research is. The symbol 

of this variable is usually “X”. Dependent variable is variable that effect 

by independent variable. The existence in the quantitative research is as a 

variable that explained in the topic of the research. The symbol of this 

variable is usually “Y”.  

So, in this research, the independent variable (X) is The Use of 

Spinner, because this research will explain how to use spinner to improve 
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students’ vocabulary mastery. Dependent Variable (Y) is Teaching 

Vocabulary, because teaching vocabulary affected by using spinner. So, 

using Spinner was influenced in teaching vocabulary at seventh grade 

students of MTs Mambaul Ulum Mambak in academic year 2018/2019. 

The writer used quasi experimental research design. The writer 

wanted to know the students’ improvement in teaching vocabulary 

mastery by using spinner. The writer gave pre-test and post-test for 

experimental group class and control group class. The writer given a pre-

test before applying the treatment to the experimental group class and 

control group class. Then the writer was applied the treatment only for 

one class that was experimental group class. The control group did not 

get a treatment (they taught by their own teacher by using the other 

media). Next, the writer given a post-test after applying the treatment to 

experimental group class and control group class. The writer given the 

pre-test to the students to find out their vocabulary before using spinner, 

and giving post-test to the students to find out their improvement 

vocabulary after using spinner. It can be formulated as follows: 

 

      O1,2 : Pre-Test 

      X : Treatment 

      O3, 4 : Post-Test 

 

(Mubarok, 2015: 102) 

 

3.2 Population and Sample 

Mubarok (2015) states that population is a unit of the object or subject 

that has certain qualities and characteristics which are studied by the 

researchers then be deduced. Sugiyono (2011) said that population is the 

generalization region consisting of the objects/ subjects that have certain 

quantity and characteristics defined by the researchers to be studied and 

O1   X   O2 

 

O3           O4 
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then drawn conclusion. The characteristics can be students’ motivation, 

attitude, discipline, and others. 

In educational research, population can be students, teachers, staff, 

curriculum, schools, and others. It is known that population is not only 

people in research, but also it is objects or things in this world. Population 

is not only amount of research subject/ object of the research. 

The population of this research is all of the seventh grade students 

of MTs Mambaul Ulum Mambak in academic year 2017/2018. The 

number of population is 110 divided into four (4) classes. 

Table 3.1 

 Total population of the seventh grade students of MTs Mambaul Ulum 

Mambak in Academic Year 2018/2019 

CLASS STUDENTS 

VII A 29 

VII B 26 

VII C 29 

VII D 26 

TOTAL 110 

 

The writer did not use all the population but choose a sample as a 

technique of taking sampling. Sugiyono (2011) said that sample is a part of 

the quality and characteristics of the population. In this research the writer 

took two classes as the sample, namely 7A and 7B. Before the writer 

decided the experimental class and the controlled class, the writer checked 

the score of pretest of both classes. The scores of 7A and 7B were not too 

different but 7A had lower score. Because of this, the writer wants to know 

the ability of 7A after they get the treatment, whether they will get higher 

score than 7B. Therefore, the writer decided 7A as the experimental class 

and 7B as the controlled class. These classes have been treated with two 

different treatments. For class 7A is using effectiveness of spinner as the 

experimental class and class 7B without using spinner (picture media) as 

the controlled class. 
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3.3 Instrument 

Instrument is a tool that would be used to measure nature or social 

phenomenon which observed (Sugiyono, 2012). Arikunto (2013), states 

that instrument is an aid that selected and used by researcher to do a 

research in collecting the data in order to the research become systematic 

and easy. In addition, instrument is a tool that used by researcher easier to 

collect the data. 

In this research, the writer was used instrument to gather the data. 

The data that needed was the students’ vocabulary mastery. So, the writer 

used test as the instrument. The instrument of test is 30 questions consist 

of multiple choices. This test was objective test that pure answer from the 

students because it is an accurate data to assess the students’ vocabulary 

by using spinner when they do pre-test and post-test.  

Table 3.2 

The Blueprint of the Instrument 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 The Schedule of Collecting Data 

In collecting data, the writer followed some procedures, such as 

doing try-out, giving pre-test and post-test.  

 

No Indicators Number of questions 

1 
The students are able to determine the 

meaning of new vocabulary word 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8 

2 
The students are able to determine the 

detail of inform of the text 

10,11,13,14,17,18,19,

20,28,30 

3 
The students are able to determine the 

reference of the text 
9,12,15,16,27,29 

4 
The students are able to determine the 

suitable pair in the text 
5,21,22,23,24,25,26 
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Table 3.3  

The Schedule of Collecting the Data  

No Activity 
Week 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Preparation          

2 Try-out          

3 Pre-test         

4 Treatment          

5 Post-test         

6 Data 

processing 

        

7 Report          

 

3.5 Try-out of The Instrument 

The instrument used in this research was a test (pre-test and post-

test). Before a test given to the students, tryout test applied first to know 

the test was good instrument. The result of the test was to find out the 

validity and reliability.  

The instrument that was firstly used for pre-test and post-test in the 

form of multiple choice. The test was given to the seventh grade students, 

the researcher only took VIIB class. There were twenty-six students as the 

respondents of try-out of the test. They have to answer the questions of 

multiple choice consisting of 30 items. The aim of this test was to see the 

validity and the reliability of each question made.  

a. Validity 

Validity is a measure that showed the level of validity or rightness 

of an instrument (Arikunto, 2013: 211). An instrument that is valid 

have high validity. Every test has to be valid. The writer used the 

Product Moment formula to calculate the validity, it can be seen as 

follows: 
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  rxy=  N∑XY – (∑X) (∑Y) 

   √{N∑X2 – (∑X2)} {N∑Y2 – (∑Y2)} 

    

 In which: 

rxy : the item of test reliability 

N : the number of respondent 

X : total score of each item 

Y : individual total score 

X2 : total for the square for each item 

Y2 : total of the square of individual total score 

(X)2: the square of the total score for each item 

(Y)2: the square of the individual total score  

       (Arikunto, 2013:213)  

b. Reliability  

Reliability showed a definition that an instrument is dependable 

enough used as a tool of data collection because that is good 

instrument (Arikunto, 2013:221). Reliability means reliably, so it is 

dependable. The writer used the Spearman-Brown formula to measure 

the reliability of the test: 

 

  r11 =   2x r1/21/2 

    (1 + r 1/21/2)  

  In which:  

  r11 : coefficient of reliability 

  r1/21/2 : reliability of half test  

       (Arikunto, 2013:223) 

 

3.6 Method of Data Collections 

The writer was conducted research in MTs MambaulUlumMambak. 

The steps of instrument that used in this research: 

1. Pre-test 
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Before the students in experimental group I and experimental group II 

received any treatment, all the students in two groups did test of 

testing vocabulary. The writer gave same pre-test toward the 

experimental and control group. 

2. Treatment 

After doing pre-test, the students participated in 2 meetings of 

treatment. The experimental group and control group were taught with 

the same materials. The difference between both groups is on the 

treatment. The experimental group used spinner and the control group 

used picture as media in teaching English.  

The first meeting, the writer gave material about greeting. The next 

meeting, the writer gave material about hobby. So, every meeting the 

students have new vocabulary that could improve their vocabulary 

mastery.  

Table 3.4 

The Activity of the Treatment 

Group  Meeting  Treatment  

Experimental 

Meeting 1 - The writer engaged students relate to 

the material of greeting, job, hobby, 

and things around you. 

- Students were divided into 4 groups 

then each group learnt about every 

topic they gotten after that each group 

present their discussion in front of the 

class.  

Meeting 2 - The writer reviewed the previous 

material 

- Students still learn the same material 

and the writer reviewed the student’s 

vocabulary one by one in front of the 
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class.  

Control 

Meeting 1 - The teacher gave little explanation 

about the topics (greeting, hobby, job 

and things around you) 

- The teacher asked the students to 

found some vocabularies related to the 

topics.  

Meeting 2 - The researcher reviewed material in 

previous meeting. 

- Students were asked to presents their 

discussion in front of the class.  

 

3. Post-testing 

After the treatment, all the students in two groups completed the 

post-test of teaching vocabulary. The writer gave same post-test to 

both the experimental and the control group at the end of the lesson. 

Post-test could be the way to measure the success of applying the 

treatment.  

 

3.7 Method of Data Analysis 

The important data would be collected through administering pre-

test and post-test. After getting the data, the writer processed statistically 

and analyzed them. The writer compared the scores between experimental 

and control group class.  

The writer used different technique to find out the differences of 

students’ score. The writer used statistic technique analysis to analyse the 

data using SPSS statistical application and T-test.……………………. 


